Brigham Young University
Announcement of Thesis & Dissertation Defenses

Emily Morgan Beecher
School Psychology, EdS
Title: A Systematic Review of Interventions for Implementation Fidelity for Academic Interventions
Committee Chair: Christian Vance Sabey
November 12, 2018
9:00 AM in 343 MCKB

Bridger Scott Hodges
Technology, MS
Title: The Effects of Haptics on Rhythm Dance Game Performance and Enjoyment
Committee Chair: Derek Lloyd Hansen
November 13, 2018
12:00 PM in 245 CTB

Cara Ann Nebeker-Adams
Marriage & Family Therapy, MS
Title: The Development of a Reliable Change Index and Cutoff for the SCORE-15
Committee Chair: Richard B. Miller
November 12, 2018
9:00 AM in 263 TLRB

Jens Garret Jacobson
Mechanical Engineering, MS
Title: Investigation of an IsoTruss Structure as a Compliant Member Used in Bending and Torsion
Committee Chair: Carl David Sorensen
November 13, 2018
12:00 PM in 346 EB

Elizabeth Cope
Communication Disorders, MS
Title: The Influence of Task Type on Speech Production by Second Language Learners of German: An Electropalatographic Study
Committee Chair: Shawn L. Nissen
November 13, 2018
9:00 AM in 255 TLRB

Kimberly Ann Stevens
Mechanical Engineering, PhD
Title: Two-Phase Interactions on Superhydrophobic Surfaces
Committee Chair: Brian D. Iverson
November 15, 2018
9:30 AM in 4739 HBLL

Daniel Kent Bjornn
Psychology, PhD
Title: Contributions of Target-Lure Similarity and Sensory Modality to Lure False Alarms
Committee Chair: Christopher B. Kirwan
November 13, 2018
10:00 AM in 4739 HBLL

Trevor Thomas Wilson
Educational Leadership, EdD
Title: Propensity to Trust and the Impact on the Academic Success of Student-Athletes: Implications for Athletic Officials in Higher Education
Committee Chair: Pamela Rust Hallam
November 15, 2018
12:30 PM in 307 MCKB

Allan K. Escobar
Spanish, MA
Title: An Observational Survey of Code Switching in Indio, California
Committee Chair: Robert N. Smead
November 13, 2018
11:00 AM in 3198 JFSB

Mikkel Andreas Unrau
Mechanical Engineering, MS
Title: Validation of Mixing Plane and Distortion Capabilities of CREATE-AV Kestrel
Committee Chair: Steven E. Gorrell
November 15, 2018
2:00 PM in 4739 HBLL

Jason Michael Godfrey
English, MA
Title: Why Video Analytics Are a Must-Have Assessment Tool for Online Writing Instruction Stakeholders
Committee Chair: Brian David Jackson
November 13, 2018
12:00 PM in 4198A JFSB

Analise Barlow Seely
Civil Engineering, MS
Title: Strength Investigation of Damaged and Repaired Thin-Walled Composite Structures
Committee Chair: David W. Jensen
November 16, 2018
8:00 AM in 434A EB
Lyndsay Kauhiwaiokakahiakaokepuhi Sylva  
Teacher Education, MA  
Title: Cultural Connectedness in the Classroom and Pacific Island Students’ Value of Reading  
Committee Chair: Bryant Troy Jensen  
November 16, 2018  
9:30 AM in 221 MCKB

John Ross Linn  
Title: Characterizing Interfacial Bonds in Hybrid Metal AM Structures  
Committee Chair: Jason M. Weaver  
November 16, 2018  
11:00 AM in 435 CTB

Tanner West Johnson  
Technology, MS  
Title: Evaluating an Educational Cybersecurity Playable Case Study  
Committee Chair: Derek Lloyd Hansen  
November 16, 2018  
1:00 PM in 245 CTB

Rebecca Eileen Black  
Civil Engineering, MS  
Title: Large-Scale Testing of Low-Strength Cellular Concrete for Skewed Bridge Abutments  
Committee Chair: Kyle M. Rollins  
November 16, 2018  
2:00 PM in 434A EB

Frederick Mark Gedicks  
Comparative Studies, MA  
Title: Fixed Constitutional Meaning and Other Implausible Originalisms  
Committee Chair: George Browning Handley  
November 16, 2018  
3:00 PM in 3002 JFSB